
Additional product information
This is a very high headroom booster that differs from Baby Pink Booster so that 
there is lot more boost and it is meant to push the amps input into distortion. On 
higher setting the pedal will produce some natural distortion of its own to go with 
the boost.

RRB is designed to be used to drive the amp to distortion, use it with amp that is 
"on the edge" to turn it to distortion or with distorted amp to ad gain to your 
leads.The output range of RRB is set to complement that of the average tube-amp 
so as not give rise to harsh distortion from amp being overloaded or chopped of 
attack as the case may be. This booster/light overdrive goes well with amps that 
have complex distortion such as the Vox, Matchless, Budda .

RRB can be used like the old type of overdrives with heavy output, (like how Al-
bert Järvinen used his Colorsound Overdrive/Booster) using it with an amplifier 
distorting slightly and then boosting the amp for more distortion. You�ll reach a 
point in the amplifiers distortion when normal distortion pedals /overdrives/fuzzes 
cannot follow because they choke the tone but the RRB has been designed so tha 
it gives excellent clarity. Best setting for this is 1 o�clock.

This pedal used as an overdrive gives essentially flat response and can even be 
used with bass. It will not boost treble but have some distortion that makes a 
shimmer that can be mistaken as treble boost but it is only distortion.

You can use it too with clean amp as a clean boost.RRB has a true bypass whereas 
BPB has a buffered output.RRB is also on phase with signal but BPB is out of 
phase as can used to correct the phase in old Fender amp channels.


